Product Brief
Enterprise Feature Stores For Healthcare
Healthcare feature engineering is a massive undertaking.

Data scientists already spend 80% of their time on low-level data ‘wrangling’ tasks
needed to conduct feature engineering, but healthcare’s complexities bring
additional challenges.1
Data scientists must precisely define complex features related to clinical conditions, adverse events, health behaviors,
and episodes of care – the building blocks of which are numerous intricate healthcare terminologies and codesets that
regularly change over time. This time-consuming process becomes messy and vulnerable to mistakes as data scientists
copy, paste, and share code to avoid duplicating work each time they build, productionize, or refine a model. Feature
engineering and maintenance without proper governance can quickly become unmanageable and introduce errors,
potentially compromising model accuracy. Such failings are consequential; the integrity of predictions is paramount if
stakeholders are to improve health and financial outcomes.


Enterprise Healthcare Feature Store with ClosedLoop
ClosedLoop’s Enterprise Healthcare Feature Store (EHFS) provides all the features and functionality of traditional feature
stores – enabling shareability, reusability, and consistency of features from model training to production and
maintenance. Further, it enables data scientists to develop a centralized feature repository with unmatched efficiency
through its Healthcare Feature Library. These purpose-built features are designed to improve model explainability and
help facilitate adoption of machine learning models among clinicians and other stakeholders. Beyond the library, data
scientists can expand their feature store with custom features – with audit and governance support at every stage.
Extensive Healthcare Feature Library

Feature Library

The Healthcare Feature Library provides over 2,000 pre-built feature templates for common healthcare use cases,
from preventable admissions and the Charlson Comorbidity Index, to medication adherence, episodes of care, and
social determinants of health (SDoH). They incorporate cutting-edge clinical findings and indices validated by
peer-reviewed research.
These customizable templates can be implemented with no coding necessary once data is onboarded and are
automatically recommended based on available data. The library is constantly expanding to include new features for
emerging healthcare use cases and novel research findings.
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Feature Engineering at Scale
Data scientists can leverage the Healthcare Feature Library in tandem with robust feature engineering capabilities to
rapidly develop their EHFS. In addition to the ever-growing library of templates, they can efficiently create their own
custom features at scale. With built-in healthcare terminology support and feature generator functionality they can:
Generate individual diagnosis history flags for every Clinical Classification Software (CCS) category with a single
line of code.
Leverage natural language embeddings to convert free text data, such as clinical notes, to a numeric vector that
can be used just like any other numeric feature in a model.
Use geographical join and distance functions to create granular features based on a patient's geolocation, such
as census-block level Social Determinants of Health.

Consistent ETL from Model Training to Production and Maintenance

Enterprise Healthcare Feature Store

Once implemented, features in the EHFS can be effortlessly reused in new models and shared across teams. Tagging
makes it easy for teams to customize the organization of their EHFS and easily find features relevant to their use case.  


Features can be defined once and used anywhere – for analysis, training and testing models, or for running models in
production. The EHFS serves as a single source of truth for data scientists, without requiring teams to duplicate efforts
or start from scratch each time they build, productionize, or refine a model. In tandem with ML Ops, data scientists can
not only monitor production model accuracy and feature drift, they can refine features and retrain models in minutes.

Complete Audit and Governance

Comprehensive versioning, archive, and restore functionality provides data scientists the visibility and control they
need to audit and govern their EHFS. Data scientists have complete visibility into feature versions used in each model.
With indicators that highlight when an outdated feature is in use, they can ensure models are always updated with the
latest versions. Data scientists can also access detailed change logs and rollback to previous feature versions at any time.



Why it Matters for AI-Enabled Healthcare Organizations (HCOs)
Creating and maintaining features for machine learning models in healthcare can be extraordinarily difficult. Healthcare
data scientists not only require all of the consistency, shareability, and reusability provided by typical enterprise feature
stores, they also need feature engineering capabilities that handle the complexities of healthcare data. This entails
mapping codes across licensed terminologies, managing claims lag, handling gaps in eligibility among patient
populations, calculating complex clinical measures, and more. As change across the healthcare industry accelerates,
it’s essential that HCOs are able to easily address these challenges. Just having an enterprise feature store is not
enough – they must be capable of efficiently creating and maintaining features that are purpose-built for healthcare. 
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